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Topics
• Introductory monologue
• Comcast’s view on IoT
• Comcast’s strategy for growth (and APG’s role in it)
• Strategic head- and tailwinds
• From “speeds and feeds” to consumer-centricity
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About me

1994 – 2012
The frequent flyer years

Growth strategy and innovation consulting
Global clients, many sectors, $150M venture portfolio

OASiS (BPR), Mindshare (ERM), 
Strategos / FXX (corporate venturing)



About me

2013 -
The ageing giant era

UX research and design leadership
PARC (technology research) and Comcast (product innovation) 



Comcast: Purveyors of The Digital Home

- Physically and digitally secure
- Personalized and easy
- From optimizing devices to tuning for people

Xfinity Home

HSD / xFi

Xfinity X1



Comcast Technology, Product, eXperience
• Designs, develops, delivers and supports innovative products and services 

that bring internet, TV and voice to more than 28 million residential and 
business customers.

• Builds and operates mission-critical systems, including those that monitor 
our network – one of the world’s largest – and its associated cloud 
infrastructure.



TPX Advanced Products Group

Rapid, integrative, new growth
• Result in significant new revenue for 

Comcast
• Rapidly deliver a compelling user 

experience at very low cost and 
complexity

• Make powerful technologies 
available to a broad, non-technically 
savvy market

• Deepen consumer engagement in 
Xfinity services

Advanced home network 
security



Comcast’s view on the IOT
• Consumer IoT adoption is stuck at the first wave of Early Adopters, almost 

exclusively affluent technophiles.
• Three reasons for this:

1. Value proposition weaknesses (turns out most people don’t need self-opening blinds)
2. High upfront cost of hardware (few have figured out how to defray HW cost into a 

service subscription)
3. Onboarding/configuration complexity (QR codes, OAUTH, unintegrated accounts)

Comcast believes we are well positioned to solve problems 2 and 3



What makes us so sure?
HEADWINDS

• Secular decline in the video 
business (OTT competition)

• Legacy reputation
• Service cost overhead
• Sheer scale 1: Replacing the core
• Sheer scale 2: Bureausclerosis

TAILWINDS

• Sheer scale 3: Network & 
footprint advantages
– Optimized for the data transport 

piece
– Ability to bootstrap new businesses

• High product ratings & trust
• Rapid growth in SMB, data
• (Belated) acquisition of 

customer-centricity religion
• Declining cost of smarts

– AI & sensing especially
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A tale of two curves



Final thoughts
• The glut of VC $ (OK, plus switching costs) means quasi-monopolies have 

more time to adapt
• The Chinese are already doing it
• Avoid the “quantified self” problem in defining your value proposition
• Observer bias is everywhere. Keep on testing…
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